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We can learn new things at any stage
Irrespective of the time, venue, & age
A strong courage to know can give us
An immeasurable knowledge by gauge
With a true passion, explore the nature
Being a crazy, being proud of the craze
A real try with strong believe in success
Can make you a clear winner of the race
Please be honest and sincere with the job
You can get successes, you will win praise
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ABSTRACT
A major portion of the world’s population (≈ 80% of the total) lives in
developing countries where lab instruments such as spectrophotometers are not
widely available as their purchasing as well as maintenance is normally unaffordable.
On the other hand, there are now around five billion mobile phone subscriptions
worldwide and the current generation of standard mobile phones has several
capabilities to perform user-defined analysis. This thesis contains work with respect to
asses potentials and weaknesses of a standard mobile phone for use as a simplified
spectrophotometric unit (as both the light source and detector) to perform analysis in
the visible region (400-700 nm). A part of the work has been the development of the
necessary software to be able to use an ordinary mobile phone to study diffuse and
specular reflectance properties of the targeted samples using phone’s screen as
controllable illumination source and the front view camera for simultaneous collection
of spectral information.
Papers I-III contain exploratory work performed to assess the potential of using
the mobile phone as an optical sensor system. Papers IV and V present studies of
more basic character of the interactions between the light from the phone screen and
the sample, in particular for liquid samples.
In paper I, tests with a virtual array of chemical indicators having areas with
different colours were performed. Optimization of the alignment of the sample and
the distance between the camera and the sample were carried out and the influence of
ambient light was investigated. The lateral resolution of the images enables optical
readout of sensor arrays as well as arrays for diagnostics.
In paper II, the potential of using the technique for direct measurement of
properties related to the quality of drinking water, food and beverages was
investigated. Liquid samples were prepared in deionized water. Coloured compounds
such as iron(III)chloride and humic acid were analyzed in the concentration range
0-10 mg/liter and were classified by their reflectance profiles with respect to the
contamination type and its concentration. Colourless arsenic(III) was analyzed by its
bleaching reaction with iodine/starch. An alternative arsenic detection method based
on measurement of discolouration of iron containing sand was demonstrated.
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In paper III, it has been demonstrated that mobile phones can be used for
qualitative analysis of foods and beverages, such as cold drinks, meat, vegetables and
milk in terms of general food quality, safety and authenticity.
In paper IV, the ability of the mobile phone system to measure absorption
properties of liquid solutions is investigated. Different concentrations of colored
solutions (reactive blue 2, Congo red and Metanil yellow) give rise to measurement
data that are well described by the Beer-Lambert law. This is surprising since the
measurement conditions were far from ideal, with a light source that was strongly
polychromatic and an illumination that was not a collimated light beam with
homogeneous light intensity. By analyzing red, green and blue light that was
transmitted through the liquid a unique signature for classification and quantification
was obtained. Also the repeatability and accuracy of the measurements were
investigated and were surprisingly good for such a simple system. Analyses of
reflectance properties of colored solid samples are also included and were more
complex with results being dependent on the morphology and colorimetric properties
of the different types of these samples.
In paper V, it is found that different parts of the image data contain different
information about liquid samples. While one part of the image gives information
about the absorption properties as investigated in detail in paper IV, another part gives
information about the refractive index of the sample. Measurements of samples with
varying refractive index show trends expected from the Fresnel equations at zero
incidence angle. Combined information from the two areas of the image offers new
possibilities to classify samples.
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ABBREVIATIONS
API

Application Programming Interface

CCD

Charge Coupled Device

CDC

Connected Device Configuration

CIF

Common Intermediate Format

CLDC

Connected Limited Device Configuration

CMOS

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CSPT

Computer Screen Photo Assisted Technique

GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

JAD

Java Application Descriptor

JAR

Java Archive

JSE

Java Standard Edition

JEE

Java Enterprise Edition

Java ME

Java Micro Edition

JVM

Java Virtual Machine

MIDP

Mobile Information Device Profile

MATLAB

Matrix Laboratory

MIDLet
PDA

MID is for Mobile Information Device, and “let” is the suffix of
"applet", which means mobile application
Personal Digital Assistant

PCA

Principal Component Analysis

QCIF

Quarter Common Intermediate Format

QVGA

Quarter Video Graphics Array

RAM

Random-Access Memory

ROI

Region of Interest

ROM

Read-Only Memory

SFPs

Spectral Finger Prints

TFT

Thin Film Transistor

UI

User interface
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1. Purpose and scope
1.1 About the Thesis
The thesis was submitted as a part of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy (PhD) in Applied Physics, Department of Physics, Chemistry and
Biology (IFM), Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden. It presents work of five
full-length papers. The work was performed during the period December 2007 to
August 2012.

1.2 Purpose and goals
The purpose of the performed work was to explore the possibilities and
limitations of a standard mobile phone when used as a simple spectrophotometric unit
in order to analyze liquid and solid materials in the visible region (400-700nm).
The goals were to understand the physical interactions between the light and the
sample for this relatively simple, but at the same time far from ideal instrumentation,
to explore how these interactions can be exploited for material analysis and to build
up a knowledge base of feasible applications for the technique.
The long-term vision is to make the mobile phone platform an adequate facility
for user-performed optical measurements and analysis.

1.3 Scope
The scope covers measurements performed solely with a mobile phone, i.e.
taking control of the mobile phone in terms of controlling the light from the screen
and performing the camera measurements. The scope does not cover data evaluation
with the mobile phone, which is instead done separately on a computer. The scope
also covers measurements that can be done without the help of external optical
equipment and without external reagents, indicators and test strips even if some such
measurements are included in the thesis. The samples cover both well-defined
solutions of chemicals and colourants as well as more complicated samples of liquid
and solid foodstuff.
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2. Introduction and motivations
Throughout history, light has been a source of fascination for human thoughts.
The nature of light and the nature of visual perception has remained a major topic of
human discussions. Believers have ascribed light to being a part of God’s work, while
secular minds have considered it an essential factor for the origin and survival of life.
Already 2300 years ago, Euclid described straightforward propagation of light along
with the laws of reflection. Our eyes are natural observers of reflectance, emittance
and scattering of the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Our brains process
this acquired spectral information to reveal information about our surroundings,
which we observe in the form of colours, intensity, and depth perception.
Light is a physical entity that carries energy and information to us. Its
interactions with our world have always been of great benefit to humanity, e.g. our
eyes and brain receive and interprets information carried by the light. Light has been a
provider of our necessities and has contributed to our current high standard of living.
To name just a few modern application areas: communication, entertainment, energy
production, measurement technology and medical diagnosis.
Measurement technology based on widely available consumer technologies
containing light sources and detectors is a relatively new field. Chemical sensing on
flatbed scanners [1, 2], DVDs and Blue-ray drives [3, 4] have been recently reported
[2, 5]. Since computers are widely available at homes and working places, their use
for optical analyses has been proposed. The Computer Screen Photo-assisted
Technique (CSPT) was developed for use in chemical sensing [5] and is the
forerunner strategy of the performed work. In the CSPT, the computer screen is used
as an intelligent light source and an appropriate web camera attached to the CPU as an
image collector. MATLAB is normally used as the image-processing tool. Use of
mobile phone cameras as a spectroscopic sensor has also been reported [6].
In this thesis, we describe work to extend CSPT to mobile phone applications.
The vision is to facilitate optical sensing with ordinary mobile phones as standalone
measurement devices. The ordinary mobile phone user should be able to perform
measurements that provide useful information, such as health status or the quality of
drinking water, food and beverages. The thesis work is, however, limited to
investigations of the potential and limitations of the technique with respect to
performing a reliable as well as reproducible classification together with quantitative
3

analysis. The goal is understand the physical interactions between the light and the
sample that can utilized for analysis and to show that by analyzing reflected light
produced by the screen of an ordinary mobile phone, the images collected with the
camera generate useful analytical information that can be used to discriminate
between a large variety of samples.
We have chosen to apply the mobile phone to measurement tasks of special
importance to developing countries, as 80% of the world population lives in such
countries where scientific laboratories are very rare. This means that publically
accessible analytical systems are normally not available, for example in education to
demonstrate measurement technology for analysis of physical and chemical properties
or in safety evaluation applications related to food and drink consumption. On the
other hand, 67% of the world population owns a mobile phone [7]. It would therefore
have a large impact if this consumer technology can be exploited to perform optical
characterization of materials.
The thesis includes five scientific full-length papers. The first paper
demonstrates the feasibility of reflection measurements with a mobile phone. The
screen of a standard mobile phone, a Nokia 6220 classic, has been used as a
controllable light source and the front view camera as an image detector. This work
includes comprehension of the problem along with an implementable solution,
software designing, performance optimization of the measurement setup, and
investigation of the influence of ambient light. To confirm the performance
consistency as well as performance adequacy of the measurement platform and to find
out optimal measuring configuration, a virtual sample was designed and analyzed for
28 different configurations. Java ME was used to develop dedicated software in order
to use and to optimize the mobile phone’s resources, such as using the screen as a
controllable light source and the front camera as a spectral information collector.
MATLAB was used to process data and to extract spectral information from the raw
image data. Principal component analysis was applied to classify samples using the
extracted information. The paper indicates that the lateral resolution admits readout of
sample arrays, which can be useful for multivariate chemical sensing and for various
tests for healthcare diagnostics, such as ELISA tests.
As one application, we have chosen detection of contaminations in drinking
water. This work is presented in paper 2. Safe drinking water is a basic human
necessity and essential for a healthy life. A major part of the world, however, does not
4

have access to clean water resources, and about 80% of the diseases in the developing
world are connected to unsafe water usage and poor sanitation conditions [8]. Surface
water resources are prone to spread of waterborne diseases. Therefore it is preferred to
extract drinking water from groundwater resources, which is biologically safer but
may involve chemical issues such as presence of arsenic, which is a global problem
[9-10]. One root cause to this is natural contamination in the form of water-rock
interactions and another is improper management of industrial wastes. Nowadays,
arsenic, iron, copper, chromium and humic acid driven water contaminations are not
uncommon and particularly in the developing part of the world [11-13]. An
investigation of optical sensing of drinking water contaminations such as iron,
chromium, humic acid, copper and arsenic is presented in the paper.
As another application of the technique, we have performed a qualitative
assessment of food and beverages. This is the subject of paper 3. False declaration of
food contents and addition of different substances in food, such as adulteration with
water of milk, presence of health detrimental dyes in beverages, vast availability of
limp vegetables and adulterated meats are not uncommon nowadays, especially in the
developing part of the world [14-16]. According to investigations of the scientific
panel on food additives, constituted by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA),
illegal food dyes are genotoxic or carcinogenic or may be both [14, 16]. With the aim
to demonstrate how the mobile phone could be used as an aid for consumers during
purchase decisions with respect to product authenticity, freshness, adulteration and
safety concerns, we performed a qualitative assessment of adulterated milk and meat.
We also monitored the freshness of green onions over a 2 days period. Health
detrimental food dyes and their concentrations in a lemon lime beverage were also
classified.
While papers I-III contain exploratory work performed to assess the potential of
using the mobile phone as an optical sensor system in several applications, papers IV
and V present studies of more basic character of the interactions between the light
from the phone screen and the sample, in particular for liquid samples.
In paper 4, the ability of the mobile phone system to measure absorption
properties of liquid solutions is investigated. Different concentrations of colored
solutions (reactive blue 2, Congo red and Metanil yellow) give rise to a concentration
dependence that is well described by the Beer-Lambert law. This is surprising since
the measurement conditions were far from ideal, with a light source that was strongly
5

polychromatic and an illumination that was not a collimated light beam with
homogeneous light intensity. By analyzing red, green and blue light that was
transmitted through the liquid a unique signature for classification and quantification
was obtained. In addition, the repeatability and accuracy of the measurements were
investigated and were surprisingly good for such a simple system. Analyses of
reflectance properties of colored solid samples are also included and were more
complex with results being dependent on the morphology and colorimetric properties
of the different types of these samples.
In paper 5, it is found that different parts of the image data contain different
information about liquid samples. While one part of the image gives information
about the absorption properties as investigated in detail in paper 4, another part gives
information about the refractive index of the sample. Measurements of samples with
varying refractive index show trends expected from the Fresnel equations at zero
incidence angle. Combined information from the two areas of the image offers new
possibilities to classify samples, which is illustrated for a few practical examples.

6

3. Properties of light in the visible region
and its application in the current work
As shown in Fig. 1, visible light is a narrow band portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

Figure 1: The visible, ultraviolet and infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Electromagnetic waves can be described as a collection of photons and, as per
Albert Einstein’s findings, the energy (joules) of each photon is the product of
Planck’s constant (6.62606896×10−34 Js) and the speed of light in vacuum
(2.998*108 m/s), divided by the wavelength λ (m) of the photon. More precisely, the
energy of a photon of wavelength λ meters will be 1.987*10−25 /λ Joules. The total
power of all photons per unit area (photonic energy per unit area and time) defines the
light intensity (also called irradiance, w/m2). In the visible range, often defined as
400-700 nm (though some people can observe light down to 380 nm and up to
780 nm), each photon will have an energy in the range ≈ 3.1- 1.8 eV. In the human
vision system, the colour sensitive photoreceptors of the retina in the eye (the cone
cells) are of three kinds; one has a peak in its responsivity versus wavelength towards
the red part (580 nm) of the visible spectra, the second at the green (540 nm) and the
third at the blue (450 nm). Our perception of which colour we are seeing is measured
by which combination of sensors are excited and by how much [17]. The reflected
light intensity from a targeted object depends on both the intensity and the spectral
distribution of the illuminating light, and the spectral distribution of the object
reflectivity [17]. Corresponding to a narrow change in the reflected intensity e.g.,
around 1%, the human brain response may not immediately vary. However, a
significant change in the reflected intensity corresponding to any one or more
component(s) of the white light may be sufficient for the human brain response to
make differentiation among colours. That is why, in the visible range of the spectrum,
7

the human brain response immediately varies with colour changes of objects.
Similarly, a colour image sensor typically has a colour filter array placed on the photo
sensor array, providing colour information.
Smooth surfaces such as those of mirrors reflect the incident light at uniform
angles. This is called specular reflection [18]. Rough surfaces and surfaces with
scattering centres beneath the surface, such as cloths, walls etc reflect the incident
light at numerous angles, which is called diffuse reflection [18]. Both types of
reflections are shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2: Specular and Diffuse Reflection

Fresnel's equations can be used to deal with reflection and transmission of light
[19-20] when it propagates between two media of different refractive indices. If an
incident light ray propagates between two transparent media of refractive index ‘n1’
and ‘n2’ with incident angle ‘θi’ and transmission angle ‘θt’, the law of reflection
(angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence) and Snell’s law (sinθi/sinθt = n2/n1)
can be used to calculate angles of the reflected and transmitted parts of the incident
wave. The propagation of linearly polarized light that enters at incident angle ‘θi’
from a medium with refractive index ‘n1’ into a medium with refractive index ‘n2’ and
with transmission angle ‘θt’ is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Linearly polarized light of intensity I is incident on the interface between two media
with refractive indices n1 and n2, its part R reflects back and part T transmits through the
interface.

Fresnel's equations are normally used to calculate reflection and transmission
coefficients (amplitudes) of the light wave. When the electric field is perpendicular to
the plane of incidence (s-polarization), the reflection and transmission coefficients at
the interface can be calculated as [19-21]:

Reflection coefficient ‘Rs’ = (n1cosθi – n2cosθt)/ (n1cosθi +n2cosθt)
Transmission coefficient ‘Ts’ = 1-Rs = 2n1cosθi / (n1cosθi +n2cosθt)
Similarly, when the wave is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (ppolarization), the reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface can be
calculated as [19-21]:
Reflection coefficient ‘Rp’ = (n2cosθi – n1cosθt)/ (n2cosθi +n1cosθt)
Transmission coefficient ‘Tp’ = 1- Rp = 2n1cosθi / (n2cosθi +n1cosθt)
During specular reflection at zero incidence angle (normal incidence), the
reflectance or reflectivity (reflected-power/incident-power or intensity reflection
coefficient) ‘R’ and the transmittance {transmitted-power (W/m²)/incident-power
(W/m²)} ‘T’ can be calculated as:

9

R = ((n1- n2)/(n1+ n2))2

[Fresnel's formula for normal incidence]

T= 4n1n2/ (n1+ n2)2

[Fresnel's formula for normal incidence]

For example when light travels from air (n1=1.0) and enters into water
(n2=1.333) at normal incidence, 2% of the incident photons will reflect back and 98%
will propagate into the water. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a together with the full range
of incidence angles.
The Fresnel formula for normal incidence shows that the reflectance is generally
non-linearly dependent on refractive index, n2. In the limited range of n2 studied in
this thesis (1.33 < n2 < 1.38), however, the reflectance is very well described by a
linear dependence as shown in Fig, 4b.

Figure 4: a) Reflectance and Transmittance of light at the interface between air and water
calculated with the Fresnel equations. b) Reflectance versus refractive index of medium 2 at
normal incidence. A straight line is also plotted for comparison.

For light transmitted through a transparent liquid where absorption occurs the
Beer-Lambert law may be applied:

T = I1 / I 0 = 10− εlc
where T is the transmission of light with initial intensity I0 and final intensity I1, ε is
the molar absorptivity, l is the path length through the liquid and c is the
concentration. The law is valid only when identical photons (monochromatic
radiation) interact with the sample under study. This is far from fulfilled for the
illumination from the screen of the mobile phone and deviations from the Beer10

Lambert law can be suspected. There are also other non-ideal conditions like the
variation of the molar absorptivity of many substances as a function of wavelength in
the region where the measurement is made, the light that is not a collimated beam and
the nonuniform light intensity illuminating the sample. Nevertheless, the data of
paper 4 indicate that the Beer-Lambert actually describes the logarithmic dependence
of T on the concentration.
In paper 4, we plot ln(I0/I1) vs concentration rather than

10

log(I0/I1) which

appears natural from the expression above. The two approaches differ only by a
constant factor (2.3) which is of no concern for the evaluations of paper 4.
Since different substances absorb different parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum, the transmission "spectrum" (as measured with "wavelengths" red, green
and blue) gives different "fingerprints" for different substances.
Light entering the water interacts with molecules and particles by both inelastic
scattering and absorption of photons [22]. Scattering from water molecules can
contribute significantly to the reflected light leaving the surface [23] and the presence
of coloured particles such as chlorophyll results in both scattering and absorption of
photons.

11

3.1 Application of specular and diffuse reflection in the
current work
The measurement setup used in papers 2-5 is systematically illustrated
in Fig. 5a.

Figure 5: a) Experimental set-up viewed from the side (left) and from above (inset) with the
mobile phone on a mechanical stand above the measurement vessel. b) One frame from the video
sequence during measurements on clean water. Two different areas for different types of
evaluations are marked (black rectangles).

Due to the asymmetric positioning of screen/camera/samples, there was a nonuniform illumination of the samples with respect to the camera’s field of view
Therefore; both diffuse and specular reflections were simultaneously recorded during
the liquid samples investigation. This is shown in Fig. 5b.
The specular part (or mirror image) observed for liquids comes from light from
the screen that form identical incidence and reflection angles with the normal of the
sample surface (the front side of the camera and the surface of the sample are
parallel). For different angles from the camera's point of view, it will see specular
reflection from different parts of the screen. The resulting part of the image is the

12

white rectangle of Fig. 5b. A black rectangle in the white area (Area 2) illustrates the
area from which measurements were made in paper 5. The part of the specular area
that is recorded in the image is limited by the cameras field of view as indicated in the
figure. The reflectance of this specular light is described by the Fresnel equations and
is therefore expected to increase with increasing refractive index of the liquid (for
non-absorbing liquids).
The whole image (including the area with specular reflection) is also subject to
diffuse reflection from the vessel at the liquid-vessel interface. The light reaching this
area has first been transmitted through the liquid, is then diffusely reflected and is
finally transmitted through the liquid again. It is this transmitted light that is subject to
absorption following the Beer-Lambert law. After initial trial and error evaluations it
was found that the area illustrated by the larger black rectangle in Fig. 5b (Area 1)
gave good information about the absorption of light in the liquid. The same area was
also used for most measurements on solid samples.
Since, illuminating conditions and measuring configuration remained uniform
and the samples were homogeneous, if ‘Ii’ is the intensity of the incident light
generated by the phone screen, and ‘I0 & I’ are the intensities of the reflected light
corresponding to the reference (clean water) and the targeted samples’ recorded by the
mobile phone’s front view camera, then the relative reflectance can be derived as:
Reflectance from the reference samples ‘Rr’ can be defined as [24-25]:
Rr = I0/Ii

(1)

Similarly, reflectance from the targeted samples ‘Rt’ can be defined as [24-25]:
Rt = I/Ii

(2)

Equating equations (1) and (2) for ‘Ii’, we can deduce following:
I0×Rt = I×Rr

(3)

Or relative reflectance ‘Rr/Rt’ can be derived as:
Rt/Rr = I/I0

(4)

The measured relative reflectance ‘I/I0’ was plotted as a function of the targeted
samples’ concentration (or relative concentration). The significances of diffuse and
specular reflection in the thesis work are illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
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Figure 6: Best fitted curves of the salt-water solutions. Increasing the salt concentration increases
the refractive index of the solution. Water has a refractive index 1.33 and 25% salt solution 1.38.
The results are based on randomly performed 5 measurements on each concentration over 10
days. Reflected intensities during green illumination (G) measured in the green channel (g) are
used.

Figure 7: Best fitted curves of colorant metanil yellow added water solutions. The results are
based on randomly performed 5 measurements on each concentration over 12 days. Reflected
intensities during blue illumination (B) measured in the blue channel (b) are used.

As shown in Fig. 6, when specular reflectance changes, rather than absorbance
changes, dominated the change with sample concentration, area 2 (“specular area”)
gave the best results. In Fig. 7 measurement data of blue light for different
concentrations of Metanil yellow show a strong, non-linear, influence on the diffusely
reflected light from the liquid-vessel interface (area 1) as expected from the BeerLambert law. The specularly reflected light is hardly affected all, indicating no change
of the refractive index.

14

3.1.1 Calibration curves
To estimate unknown samples, calibration graphs are normally prepared by
adding a linear fit on data points of the known samples. Data points are normally
plotted in form of dependent variables e.g. samples response or observed values along
y-axis

and

independent

variables

e.g. samples

concentration

(or relative

concentration) along x-axis. The least square method is normally applied to fit a best
possible straight line to data points of the known samples [26-27].
The least square method is a statistical procedure, which is normally used to
estimate errors in the calculations. Its working principle is based on performing a
selection process for the minimum value from the sum of the square of the errors; e.g.,
measurement system-1 gives 1%, 2% and 3% error during the readings 1, 2 and 3,
which was 0%, 0% and 4% for the system-2. The least square method will prefer or
select system-1, since 12+22+32 < 02+02+42.
Suppose we recorded ‘n’ data points during a measurement and (xi, yi)i=1 to n, is
the constructed dataset along independent ‘x’ axis, and dependent ‘y’ axis. As per
least square method, the best fitting curve ‘f(x)’ must fulfill the following condition:
= Minimum

[26-27]

Where the term [yi – f(xi)]i=1 to n represents the deviation or error corresponding to
each data point of the fitting curve ‘f(x)’ [26-27]. The minimum can be evaluated by
setting the gradient to zero. Based on the least square method and corresponding to a
linear fitting, the estimated error (EE) = [Σ(yixi – f(xi))2/n]0.5 [26-27]. ‘i’ goes from 1
to n, and ‘n’ is the total number of data points. Therefore, the normalized Error (Err
Norm) can be evaluated as: EE/slope of the best-fitted curve

[26-27]

3.1.2 Linear regression of y on x and vice versa
The best-fitted straight line based on the least square method is normally used to
perform linear regression of the independent variable y on dependent variable x or
vice versa. The important parameters of a regression line f(x) = a+ bx are:
3.1.2.1 Slope of the line
‘b’ is the slope of regression line and is also called regression coefficient. It
defines sensitivity (rate of change of y with respect to x) of the derived calibration
curve (or function), which indirectly demonstrate sensitivity of the measuring
instrument with respect to targeted application.
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3.1.2.2 Standard deviation or error in the slope ‘Sd’
A generalized formula for estimation of error in the slope is given below [26-27].
Sd = [Σ(yi – f(xi))2(n - 2)-1/Σ(xi - X)2 ]0.5
‘i’ goes from 1 to n, where ‘n’ is the total number of data points, xi is the used value
of the independent variable for observation i, ‘X’ is mean of the independent
variables, ‘yi’ is value of the dependent variable for observation i and f(xi) is
estimated value of the dependent variable for observation i.
3.1.2.3 Intercept of the line
‘a’ is called intercept of the regression line and established detection or
measurement limit (i.e. lowest detectable concentration or measurement value) for the
derived linear regression model.
3.1.2.4 Standard deviation or error in the intercept ‘Id’
A generalized formula for estimation of error in the intercept is given below [26-27].
Id = [Σ(yi – f(xi))2(n - 2)-1/(Σ xi2/nΣ (xi - X)2)]0.5

‘i’ goes from 1 to n, where ‘n’ is the total number of data points, xi is the used value
of the independent variable for observation i, ‘X’ is mean of the independent
variables, ‘yi’ is value of the dependent variable for observation i and f(xi) is
estimated value of the dependent variable for observation i.

3.1.3 Coefficient of determination, ‘R2’
The coefficient of determination is a measure of the strength of the association
between the x and y variables. For example, if correlation coefficient ‘R’ = 0.9, then
R2 = 0.81, which means that 81% of the total variation in y can be explained by the
linear relationship between x and y and the other 19% of the total variation in y
remains unexplained. Therefore, it measures how well the regression line represents
the data, e.g., if the regression line passes exactly through every data point, it would
be able to explain all of the variation, and when the line is further away from data
points, the less it is able to explain. The calibration curves are found to be reliable
when the value of R2 has a high value [26-27]. A generalized formula for the
quantification of coefficient of the determination is described by [26-27]:
R2 = 1 - Σ(yi – f(xi))2/Σ(yi – Y)2
‘i’ goes from 1 to n, where ‘n’ is the total number of data points, xi is the used value
of the independent variable for observation i, ‘Y’ is the mean value of the dependent
variables, ‘yi’ is the value of the dependent variable for observation i and f(xi) is the
estimated value of the dependent variable for observation i.
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4. Optical sensing and the Computer Screen
Photo-Assisted Technique (CSPT)
Optical radiation is normally influenced by the targeted substances (or
propagating media) and may therefore change its optical properties, i.e. intensity,
wavelength, phase, polarization and spectral distribution [28-32]. An optical sensor
system converts input light rays (energy) into electronic signals. Based on intensity
change detection, frequency variation measurement, phase and polarization
modulation evaluations, an appropriate optical sensor system can be designed for
particular applications or as a generic or versatile measurement system. Changes in
spectral distribution can be accessed via image processing and image evaluation
techniques, which has been the focus of the current work. In general, optical sensor
systems can measure a wide variety of parameters, such as [28-32]:
Physical phenomena

Strain

Chemical quantities

Rotation

Biological properties

Vibration

Displacement

Electric fields

Velocity

Acoustic fields

Acceleration

Liquid Level

Temperature

Magnetic fields

Force

Radiation

Pressure

pH

Flow

Humidity

The mobile phone platform has a good potential to emerge as an optical sensor
system to perform versatile measurements and the Computer Screen Photo-assisted
Technique (CSPT) is a good example of this potential [33-40]. CSPT is a chemical
sensing technique based on a computer screen used as a controllable light source, an
appropriate sample holder and a web-camera as image detector and was introduced in
2003 [33]. A part of the computer screen is used as a controllable light source and the
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webcam sequentially captures images as the spectral properties of the displayed light
vary. Red-Green-Blue colours produced by the screen are used together with a web
camera to obtain spectral information, both for transmitted and reflected light from
the samples. Fingerprints of samples can be further enhanced by the use of the
information in all three channels of the web camera, for example the separation of
light emission (fluorescence) and absorption of certain colours. Initially, this setup
was considered as a low cost solution for home tests in the healthcare area. A
schematic view of the traditional CSPT setup is shown in Fig. 8
Since a computer (or phone) screen is a polychromatic source of light
constituted by red (R(λ)), green (G(λ)), and blue (B(λ)) spectral radiances and the
recorded images are colour images, spectral information will be contained by the red,
green, and blue camera bands in the form of three intensity signatures, red=IR(i),
green=IG(i), and blue = IB(i), produced at each pixel of the camera’s sensor, as
described in paper 1 of this thesis. ‘i’ is the captured frame index for a particular
screen colour display. If αi, βi, γi represent the triplet of these colours weight, then the
total spectral radiance value ‘Ci(λ)’ for this particular illumination (screen display
colour), can be described by:
Ci(λ) = (αi ×R(λ) + βi ×G(λ) + γi ×B(λ))σ
‘σ’ is a correction factor for the non-linearity of the intensity of the chosen
illumination due to the light illuminating properties of the screen.
The reflectance ‘Ri(λ)’ from a targeted sample can be defined as:
Ri(λ) = KαλCi(λ) , where the constant ‘Kαλ’ represents absorbance or
remittance (in case of fluorescent materials) property of the targeted substances; α =
molar absorption (or remittance) coefficient of the argeted material, λ = incident
wavelength.
Similarly, if D(λ) is the image sensor’s spectral response value and FR(λ),
FG(λ), FB(λ) are spectral windows of the red, green and blue camera channels (or
filters), then the above described three intensity signatures can be described by:
IR(i) = ∫λ D(λ) Ri(λ) FR(λ) dλ
IG(i) = ∫λ D(λ) Ri(λ) FG(λ) dλ
IB(i) = ∫λ D(λ) Ri(λ) FB(λ) dλ
IR(i), IG(i) and IB(i) represent the intensity values for the three pure colours
red, green and blue of any arbitrary pixel.
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Combinations of the pure colours can generate e.g. white, cyan, magenta and
yellow illumination [19-21]:
White illumination = red + green + blue illumination
Yellow illumination = red + green illumination
Magenta Illumination = red + blue illumination
Cyan Illumination = green + blue illumination
The reflectance profile of a substance depends on the wavelength of the
illuminating light, for example, reddish coloured substances reflect red illumination
and absorb green and blue illuminations [19-21]. Similarly, in yellowish colour
substances, absorption of blue illumination and reflection of the red and green
illuminations is typically dominant. In this way, diffuse reflectance measurements and
analysis reveal spectral information about the targeted samples, which enables us to
classify samples and to discriminate between different impurity concentrations, eg.
with the help of principal component analysis.

Figure 8: Traditional CSPT Setup. A controlled sequential display of the computer screen in the
form of white, red, green, blue, cyan, magenta and yellow colours (all have different wavelength
spectra) will interact with the samples in the sample holder and produce sequential optical
fingerprints, which are recorded by the webcam. MATLAB is then used for further analysis of
these webcam images
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It may be noted that the performance of the CSPT platform normally depends
on the quality of the targeted substance fingerprints, which, in turn, is a function of
the quality of the sequentially captured images by the webcam [33]. The quality of the
images is a function of illuminating conditions, illuminating sequence, webcam and
sample separation, as well as webcam properties like image sensor quality of the
camera optics.
In some home medical diagnosing applications like measurement of the sugar
level in body urine, even a common user may correctly interpret the colour changes
up to a certain level. However, such colorimetric assessments are susceptible and
observers may draw wrong conclusions. Nowadays, on the CSPT platform, a wide
range of tests can be performed by changing the samples and their holders and
deploying a more sophisticated MATLAB based imaging processing software
[33-40]. This can be facilitated in order to perform a reliable self-monitoring of
common diseases such as diabetes, because nowadays a number of homemade
medical diagnosing kits having an optical readout based structure (where colour
changes are used as spectral fingerprint indicators) are available on the market and at
competitive prices [41-42].
The migration of conventional CSPT setups to a standard mobile phone, with
the vision to design and construct a mobile CSPT platform for common users of
mobile phones has been in focus of my entire research work. The mobile phone
platform offers useful features such as mobility, affordability, compactness and
convenience to be deployed in a variety of applications. Furthermore, its user-familiar
and user-friendly nature, robustness and efficiency-oriented design features make it a
good choice to perform versatile optical sensing.
In the absence of ambient light, the spectral radiances of the used mobile phone
(Nokia 6220 classic) screen measured with a standard 12 bits resolution fiber optics
spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics USB 2000) are shown in Fig. 9. The
spectrophotometer was pointing directly to the screen during white (black), red (red),
green (green), blue (blue), cyan (cyan), magenta (magenta) and yellow (yellow)
illuminations’ displayed on the screen. Using recorded data corresponding to each
illumination, normalized intensity value in arbitrary units (a.u) was calculated as;
black 0, white 1.0, red 0.2, green 0.63, blue 0.53, cyan 0.94, magenta 0.57 and yellow
0.61. The wavelength dependent optical characteristics of the phone’s front view
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camera’s red (R), green (G) and blue (B) channels were measured with another
standard spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-1601PC) and are also shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Nokia 6220 classic’s screen illuminations’ patterns (coloured) and front camera's RGB
channels' wavelength dependent optical characteristics (grey).
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5. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) was invented by Pearson (1901). Hotelling
(1933) and Goodall (1954) first applied this invention in ecology with the name
‘factor analysis’ [43]. To this date, PCA has been successfully deployed within
numerous scientific applications, such as feature extraction, psychological analysis,
image processing, bioinformatics, objects’ classification, qualitative and quantitative
assessments of datasets etc [43-45]. By exploiting PCA, we can visualize high
dimensional databases and perform dimension reduction of the targeted datasets.
Furthermore, we can find sensitive variables/attributes of the datasets.
PCA is a multivariate data analysis tool based on statistics, which projects the
data along linearly independent directions where the data varies the most [43-44].
These linearly independent directions are determined by the eigenvectors of the
covariance data matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalues and the magnitude of
these eigenvalues corresponds to the variance of the data along the eigenvector
directions [43-44]. Therefore variance among the data points and the way these
cluster together in different classes reveal meaningful information about the data
points such as similarities and differences carried by the objects of the original
datasets [43-44]. For example, in a two-dimensional principal component (PC) space,
the score plots describe the original information of the datasets, i.e. the score plots
describe classification among the objects and the projections describe the contribution
of the variables [43-45].
Principal component one (PC1) describes the largest variation in the dataset.
Principal component two (PC2) and so on are always orthogonal to the other PC's and
describe the 2nd, 3rd and so on largest variation(s) in the dataset [43-45].
The following rules are normally applied in the PCs selection-rejection process
[43-45]:
1) If the first ‘s’ PCs would extract the major portion of total sample variance,
for example, it means that most information are contained by these.
2) The PCs that have variance less than 1 normally don’t have any
significance.
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5.1 An example of PCA
The program Sirius (Pattern Recognition Systems AS, Oslo, Norway) tutorial
contains an illustration of PCA. Here, 16 European countries are analyzed in terms of
20 different food intakes. Countries are treated as objects in the form of rows and their
relevant food intakes as variables in the form of columns. Fig.10 shows how PCA
successfully performed regional classification of the European countries via the score
plots.
Along the PC1 axis, that contains 37.8% of the original information, a
Mediterranean group (Span, Italy, Portugal) can be identified to the far left. Another
group is the Nordic group (Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark) at the lower right.
Within these groups are countries with similar food trends but different as compared
to other groups or regions. Via projections (not shown in the figure), it is e.g. possible
to conclude that olive oil and garlic consumption contributes strongly to the
classification of the Mediterranean group, while crisp bread consumption contributes
strongly to the classification of the Nordic group.

Figure 10: PCA of European countries food intake trends explaining similarities and differences
between people of different European countries [program Sirius tutorial]
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5.2 PCA in the current work
As an example of how PCA was used in the work of this thesis, data from
paper 2 is used as an illustration. Reflectance profiles of the targeted samples were
recorded in the form of 176 × 144 pixels images. Due to the asymmetric positioning
of the phone screen (the light source) and the front camera (the imaging detector), a
trial and error method was deployed to investigate the sensitivity of each pixel
constituting the entire 144*176 pixels grid of the front camera’s CMOS senor.
Experimental results showed that 6000 pixels starting from rows 21 to 80 and
columns 21 to 120, i.e. “area 1” of Fig 5b contained the most useful information for
colour investigations [paper3]. Therefore, the rectangular region containing these
6000 pixels is considered as the region of interest (ROI) and the mean intensity value
corresponding to this ROI is used as input parameter to the PCA analysis. MatLab
was deployed to perform trial and error method mentioned above and to extract
spectral information from each pixel of the ROI.
The extracted intensity profile of each targeted sample for the used
illuminations (white, red, green, blue, cyan, magenta and yellow) was put in a
Microsoft Excel file in the form of samples as rows (objects) and measured intensities
for different illuminations as columns (variables). The Microsoft Excel file was
directly loaded into the program Sirius (Pattern Recognition Systems AS, Oslo,
Norway) to perform principal component analysis with the aim to classify the samples
in terms of score plots and to differentiate their contamination levels (or impurity
concentrations) in terms of projections.
Fig.11 illustrates raw data pixel by pixel for 300 of the 6000 pixels (measured
intensity profiles) of four different water samples (clean, and with iron, humic and
chromium substances added) for three different illuminations (red, green, blue). A
PCA score plot of this data for green and blue illuminations is shown in Fig.12,
illustrating the ability of the technique to discriminate both different substances added
to the water and different concentrations.
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Figure 11: Pixel by pixel raw data plot for four water samples (clean and iron, humic and
chromium added) for three different illuminations red(R), green(G), and blue(B).

Figure 12: Score plot for solutions of sodium salt of humic acid (H), iron(III)chloride (F) and
potassium dichromate (C) when intensities for green and blue illuminations were used in the
PCA. Solution concentrations are indicated as mg/ml metal ion or acid and three reference
deionized water samples ‘D’ are included.
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5.3 Mathematical and computational background to PCA
[43-45]
To perform principal component analysis, input datasets are arranged in the
form of matrices, where objects (such as samples, materials, countries, species,
conditions, systems etc.) are treated as rows and the corresponding variables (such as
measured values, properties, features, characteristics, symptoms, parameters etc.) as
columns. PCA decomposes the input data matrices into latent variables and
successively accounts for as much as possible of the variance in the dataset [43-45].
Suppose an electronic measurement generated ‘n’ data points, ‘x1, x2, x3,
x4,……. xi,…………., xn’. If ‘m’ is the mean value of dataset, the variance σ2 (square
of the standard deviation) at each arbitrary data point ‘xi’ can be computed as:

The principal components can be extracted in the following way:
Suppose that the dataset contains ‘n’ objects (rows) and ‘k’ variables (columns)
1. Compute the mean values ‘m’ for the ‘k’ variables:
mj = (1/n)×Σxij , where i goes from 1 to n and j goes from 1 to k.
2. Compute the covariance of the dataset and construct a covariance matrix ‘C’,
which will estimate the level to which the variables are linearly correlated and
where the matrix elements are given by:
Cij = 1/ (n-1)×(xi – mi)(xj– mj)T,
where xi and xj are vectors with data of variables (columns) ‘i’ and ‘j’,
respectively.
3. Compute the eigenvalues ‘λi’ and eigenvectors ‘ei’ of the covariance matrix ‘C’.
Eigenvalues ‘λi’ will measure the variation in the direction of eigenvectors ‘ei’,
where ‘i’ goes from 1 to n. For example when λ=1, it means that there is no
directional change.
4. Solve Ce = λe and order them by magnitude in the form of λ1 ≥ λ2
≥…….λi≥…….λn. It may be worth mentioning, that the priority order of the
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eigenvalues ‘λi’, both in principal components extraction and selection process
will be the same.
5. Select a subset of eigenvectors ‘s’ having highest eigenvalues.
6. Project the data onto the ‘s’ selected eigenvectors: x→m+Σ aiei, where ai = (x –
m)ei are the projection coefficients of the data vector ‘x’ onto the eigenvectors
‘ei’ and ‘i’ varies from ‘1’ to ‘s’
7. The ratio ‘Σλi (i=1 to s) divided by Σλi (i=1 to n)’ is the fraction of the total
variance in the data that is counted by the step-6 based selected eigenvectors
‘s’.
For example, the scores on an arbitrary principal component ‘i’ will be the
coordinates of each object ‘i’ (i=1 to n) on the ‘ith’ principal axis. The variance of the
scores on each principal component axis is equal to the corresponding eigenvalue, and
therefore the eigenvalue will represent the variance extracted by the ‘ith’ principal
component for that particular axis and the sum of the first ‘s’ eigenvalues will be the
total variance extracted by the ‘s’ dimensional principal components-space [50-52].
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6. The CMOS image sensor and the image
formation process
The Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor
converts photons (wavelength dependent incident energy) into electrons giving rise to
electrical signals [46]. Wires then switch the signals to essential circuitry components
where they are transformed into voltage and buffered. Finally, another circuitry setup,
integrated with the CMOS sensor’s chip do amplification and noise reduction of the
buffered voltage signals before converting these into digital information, which can be
retrieved and reused from their storage place.
In the CMOS design, each pixel (typically photodetector + transfer gate + reset
gate + selection gate + source-follower readout transistor) captures its own light,
therefore inheritably each pixel will have an independent charge to voltage conversion
value [47]. As this design results in great complexity, in the form of many integrations
and on chip functions, the net area available for light capturing will be comparatively
small, which itself is a serious restraint on its quantum efficiency [47]. A schematic
description of the CMOS imaging sensor architecture is given in Fig.13.
CMOS image sensor designers are steadily improving the image quality via quantum
efficiency enhancement techniques and noise reduction.

Figure 13: CMOS Imaging Sensor Architecture and Its Design Features
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7. Mobile phone programming and data
collection
Mobile phones are widely available consumer technology and the current
generation of standard mobile phones has several capabilities to be used in an optical
sensor system for an ordinary user. The mobile phones are not dedicated measurement
systems, however, using them in optical sensor applications requires modifications of
their original functionality. We performed this task via programming a standard
mobile phone, a Nokia 6220 classic (a typical ordinary mobile phone in 2008 when
the thesis work started) without altering its original functionality. An overview of the
programming procedure is demonstrated Fig. 14:
Mobile
phone
Sample
1. Programming,

debugging, testing
(Java ME, NetBeans)

2. Implementation of

3. Measurement:

software (NetBeans)

4. Video import, video conversion

Illumination, video
capturing (MIDLet)

5. Image processing (MatLab),

(AVS Video Convertor)

data analysis (MatLab, Sirius)

Figure 14: Schematic overview of the programming procedure

The following paragraphs briefly describe the performed work associated with
programming the mobile phone. The details are included in the appendix A and
appendix B.
We used Java micro-edition (Java ME) to program a standard mobile phone
[48-49], a Nokia 6220 classic. The aim was to borrow and optimize the mobile
phone’s hardware resources such as front camera to record spectral information, the
phone screen to be used as a controllable light source, and the phone memory to be
used as the data storage device.
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The platform NetBeans 6.5 [appendix B] has an emulator facility, therefore we
exploited this open source platform to design, test and debug the dedicated software
[50], which was written in Java ME. The NetBeans platform is also utilized to
implement the designed software in the mobile phone Nokia 6220 classic.
The designed software captured the spectral information of the targeted samples
in video format. Data were stored as .3gp files using H.263 video compression
technology. AVS video converter6 was used to convert the .3gp mobile phone videos
into image format such that each frame of the parent video file would have the same
size in terms of pixels after conversion into the Bitmap (bmp) image format. The bmp
image files were loaded into MATLAB-R2007b (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts,
USA) for standard function processing on a computer. The processing consisted of
image data import (imread), concatenation of the 50 frames/colour (strcat), and
computation of RGB intensity means values of the selected area of the image. The
program Sirius was deployed to perform principal component analysis (PCA) of the
extracted information in papers 1-3 with the aim to classify samples and to
differentiate their impurity concentrations. The data evaluation of papers 4 and 5
were also done with MATLAB. Details about MATLAB and its image processing
capabilities are given in Appendix C.
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8. Conclusions and outlook
We may not be able to get or sell our dreams’, it’s never mind
They will inspire us and can provide a satisfaction to the mind

The computer Screen Photoassisted Technique (CSPT) performs measurement
with the combination of the computer screen as a light source and a webcam
connected with the computer as an imaging detector and is the forerunner strategy of
the performed work which is based on a standard mobile phone working as a
complete spectrophotometric unit (both as the light source and the detector). With the
work of this thesis, a few steps have been taken towards the vision to perform userdefined analysis with the mobile phones. There is a potential for applications like
analysis of drinking water, food and beverages. Medical/healthcare applications may
be another field with some potential. The papers included in this thesis show that
coloured compounds can be directly analyzed by this technique. Colorless compounds
can also be analyzed with the help of measurement of variations in refractive index or
by external chemical indicators/reagents; e.g., the presence of arsenic in ground water
resources can be detected with the help of a tincture of iodine, which is a widely
available chemical and is used to disinfect wounds.
The measured contamination ranges are quite common in developing countries,
which constitutes about 80% of the world. However, the world health organization
(WHO) criteria are a little bit more demanding for the iron, chromium and copper
based drinking water contaminations.
With the aim to illustrate the use of the mobile phone as an aid for consumers to
determine the quality and safety of food and beverages at the point of purchase,
analysis for water-adulterated milk was performed and the freshness of green onions
was monitored. Lemon lime beverages containing colouring agents were classified by
the impurity type and concentration. Meats of the same breed and from two
differently aged lambs were also classified.
More basic studies of the interactions between the light from the phone screen
with the sample were also performed. It was found that different parts of the image
carries different information about the sample, in particular for liquids. While one part
of the image gives information about the absorption properties in three different
wavelength regions (red, green and blue), another part gives information about the
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refractive index of the sample. The absorption measurements agree surprisingly well
with the Beer-Lambert law considering the simple measurement setup. Measurements
of media with varying refractive index show trends expected from the Fresnel
equations at zero incidence angle. Combination of information from the two areas
offers possibilities to classify different samples. Quantitative analysis has also been
shown to be repeatable over time periods of days to weeks.
At the present stage, the mobile phone collected spectral data that was processed
by a PC. Furthermore, before field-testing can be commenced more work is required
to be done, e.g. practical things like a sample holder as a clip-on device to the mobile
phone. Ordinary mobile phones such as the Nokia 6220 classic used in this work
normally have limited capabilities to handle large datasets. How much data processing
that can be handled by a standard mobile phone depends upon future developments in
the mobile phone technology? However, a heavy engagement of mobile phones in
activities beyond their designed capabilities, e.g., a heavy data processing may restrict
their original functionality. Therefore a strategy based on sharing the measurements
(e.g. remotely performed) at PCs via General Packet Radio or 3G Service provided
with the mobile phones and sharing the results via email service installed with the
data processing PCs; may be an alternative. This may also contain promising
prospects for the developing world where load-shedding is a common issue, as
measurements can be performed at desired times and places with mobile phones
having charged batteries and their results can be prepared and shared via computers
working at the power-available places. Similarly, collaboration with mobile phone
vendors is of course a pre-requisite to achieve the ultimate goal of constructing a selfcontained mobile phone CSPT system.
In-fact, it is the beginning of an image evaluation based optical sensing
techniques using consumer technology as the measuring platform. Therefore, the
work presented in the thesis may be evaluated as the journey not the destination. As
an outlook, several applications, beside the already investigated ones, are foreseen:
 Applications in education, including the possibility of distance learning
 Absorbance, transmittance, refractive index and extinction coefficient
estimations
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 Food analysis to confirm that it is hygienically clean or screening of healthdetrimental additives-preservatives
 Pharmaceutical analysis with respect to confirm authenticity or quantification
of a specific substance during home-made medicine preparation
 Environmental analysis e.g. dust monitoring and water quality
 Turbidometry (with respect to process control).
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9. Contributions to the papers
1. Zafar Iqbal and Daniel Filippini, Spectral Fingerprinting on a Standard Mobile
Phone, Journal of Sensors, Volume 2010 (2010), doi:10.1155/2010/381796.

Filippini and I worked together during planning, designing, performing
and evaluating the virtual sample experiments. I wrote the application
in Java ME to record reflection from the targeted samples’ surface onto
the phone’s front view camera with the phone screen acting as a
controllable illumination source. I designed and constructed the
mechanical stand to control and adjust screen-camera-sample
alignments

to

test
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different

configurations.

I performed

measurements, collected raw data and delivered them to Filippini, who
performed the principal component analysis and wrote the manuscript
of the published paper.
2. Zafar Iqbal and Robert Bjorklund, Colourimetric analysis of water and sand
samples performed on a mobile phone, TALANTA 84 (4) (2011) 1118-1123.

Bjorklund and I worked together as a team during all phases of these
experiments such as planning, performing and evaluation. I determined
the optimal measuring configuration. Bjorklund prepared targeted
samples in the form of unknowns and I performed the measurements. I
wrote the program in MATLAB to extract useful spectral information
from the recorded data. Bjorklund performed the principal component
analysis to classify contaminations and to discriminate their
concentrations. I wrote the first version of the manuscript, which was
upgraded by Bjorklund.
3. Zafar Iqbal and Robert Bjorklund, Assessment of a mobile phone for use as a
spectroscopic analytical tool for foods and beverages, INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 46 (11) (2011) 2428-2436

Bjorklund and I worked together as a team during all phases of these
experiments such as planning, performing and evaluation. Bjorklund
prepared targeted samples and I performed the measurements, while
placing reference samples at intervals. I extracted useful spectral
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information from the recorded data. Bjorklund performed the principal
component analysis to classify contaminations and to discriminate their
concentrations. I wrote the first version of the manuscript, which was
upgraded by Bjorklund.
4. Zafar Iqbal and Mats Eriksson, Classification and quantitative optical
analysis of liquid and solid samples using a mobile phone as illumination
source and detector, manuscript.

Bjorklund, Eriksson and I worked together as a team during all phases
of the work such as planning and evaluation. Bjorklund prepared
targeted samples and I performed the measurements, while placing
reference samples at intervals. I extracted useful spectral information
from the recorded spectral data. I wrote the first version of the
manuscript, which was upgraded by Bjorklund and Eriksson and
participated in the process leading to the final version of the paper.
5. Zafar Iqbal and Mats Eriksson, Optical sensing with a mobile phone applied
to liquid solutions", manuscript.

Bjorklund, Eriksson and I worked together as a team during all phases
of the work such as planning and evaluation. Bjorklund prepared
targeted samples and I performed the measurements, while placing
reference samples at intervals. I extracted useful spectral information
from the recorded spectral data. I wrote the first version of the
manuscript, which was upgraded by Bjorklund and Eriksson and
participated in the process leading to the final version of the paper.
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11. Appendices
11.1 Appendix A: Programming Mobile Phones
11.1.1

The Java Platform and Java ME [48-49]

The mobile phone industry is not only extensively growing in terms of its
production, but also enhancing the hardware resources of standard mobile phones to
PC level. Therefore, the possibilities to develop and run applications on mobile
phones have improved dramatically in recent years. Java micro edition (Java ME) is a
dedicated approach for the devices having minimum capabilities in terms of
processing power, data storage capacity and network connection’s bandwidth. Mobile
phones, pagers, wireless devices, PDAs’ and set-top boxes are a few examples where
Java ME is used.
Java ME has become a base technology for consumer electronics. It provides a
complete solution to develop and run versatile applications on mobile phones.
Vendors normally provide a restricted set of built-in support and privileges for its
deployment on the host platform. To develop a host application, required Java ME
configuration will be that minimum Java technology that a developer should expect
on a wide range of implementing devices. Java ME architecture has the following five
layers, the top three being software layers.

Figure 15: Java ME Five Layers [48]
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11.1.2

Configurations, Profiles, and Optional Packages

[48-49]
11.1.2.1 Configurations:
The Java ME platform has built-in features of scalability and modularity and
therefore provides on demand support to the host devices. This feature is managed by
the virtual machine technologies, which are optimized through available hardware
resources.
Configurations are collections of hardware functionalities, which are provided
to the device compatible applications via Java virtual machine (JVM) at the execution
time. Connected Device Configuration (CDC) and Connected Limited Device
Configuration (CLDC) are two basic configurations of Java ME. CDC deals with
devices having a little bit more hardware resources like PDAs and set-top boxes,
which usually have more memory and a more robust sort of network connectivity.
CLDC addresses cell phones and pagers, which usually are less rich in terms of
hardware resources.
In general, a configuration will define a compact platform for a specific group of
devices, which will be identical in terms of available resources (like processing
power, memory, etc.). This means a configuration will also define virtual machine and
Java language features and number of required libraries that are supposed to be
available for all devices of a specific brand. More precisely, a configuration will
adequately do the following jobs:
1) It will specify required libraries and API support,
2) It will also specify JVM and programming language support
Since Java ME is capable to deploy in more than one configuration, each profile
implementer should have unique code for each device of a specific brand so that all
applications using this profile should stay within the boundaries of JVM features and
APIs specified by that configuration.
For CLDC configuration, Java ME technology will only support mandatory
configurations of the JVM. APIs functionality will depend upon integral capabilities
of each device of a particular brand. It is worth mentioning that when a manufacturer
upgrades an above-mentioned device, the minimal or mandatory set of configurations
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will automatically get an expansion in form of more APIs addition. A comparison of
CDC and CLDC configurations is given in table-1.
HARDWARE
RESOURCES
Processor

CLDC

CDC

16 or 32 bit

16 or 32 bit

UI

Simple

According to device

RAM

>= 128 to 512 kb

>= 256 kb

ROM

>= 128 to 512 kb

>= 512 kb

Power

Battery

No limit

Network

Low bandwidth, wireless

No limit

Examples

Mobile phones, pagers,
and personal organizers

TV set-top boxes, internet
TVs and high end
communicators

TABLE-1
As shown, CLDC is a subset of CDC and will inherit the Java.lang.*, Java.io.*
and Java.util.* as its class libraries and is compatible to accommodate new
Javax.microedition.* class libraries. It should be noted that in Javax.microedition.io, it
contains the input/output and network connection class, because standard network
class is not suitable for the small devices like mobile phones due to having limited
capacity in-terms of available resources.
CLDC network libraries have generic connection framework design (all I/O and
network communications are abstracted, and interfaces are defined for each of those
abstractions) i.e. they provide the same functionality as the Java.net packages and
Java.io and therefore have platform independent functionality. Interfaces will have
inherent relationship and therefore we are not required to construct a dedicated class
of communication objects. For example, the Connection interface is the basic
connection type and will allow open and close only. The InputConnection interface
will support from where to read the data and the OuputConnection interface will
support to write data on specific locations.
CLDC implementations on the host platform will provide the platform’s
compatible communication drivers, which will be hidden from the application
developer and will be host platform dependent.
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11.1.2.2 Profiles:
Profiles are collections of Java APIs and class libraries and reside on top of
device compatible configurations, see Fig. 16. These configurations are usually
designed to support specific usage of the host devices of the same brand through
providing missing functionality while adding domain-specific classes. Therefore, a
device compatible combination of any CLDC or CDC configuration with Java ME
personal profile will provide a complete Java ME application development
environment for host consumer electronics or the embedded devices.
Since the profiles define the type of device supported, these will be specific to
the size of the device on which an application runs (like RAM etc) and will be
required to be built on top of the device compatible configuration. For example, a
MIDP profile will be built on top of CLDC that executes an application on mobile
phones.

Figure 16: Java ME Structure [49]

MIDP was the first developed profile, but a few more are also under
construction.
We can only use a profile if the host device will have mandatory resources for
the device compatible configuration along with any other possible requirement
associated with the profile’s formal specification.
Class libraries of profiles will be more domain specific compared to class
libraries of the host device compatible configuration.
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Since a profile usually addresses specific demands of all devices of the same
brand, an application will be written for a particular profile, which itself will be
dependent to the device compatible configuration. A profile will thus carry all
features of the configuration that makes it portable, as profile implementer normally
allow using features defined in the configuration. That means new files can be
installed on existing devices of the same brand and vice versa (i.e. new devices can
use existing profiles).
11.1.2.3 Optional Packages:
When a device supports a profile, it must support the whole profile. Therefore,
to meet current versatile demands of the fast growing consumer electronics industry
with reference to accommodate enhanced features of new products of the same brand
(like Bluetooth features on mobile phones), the area of optional packages should have
great usage.
Optional packages are usually designed and implemented just like profiles but
are different than profiles, as these are not universal and don’t have an independent
application environment. They are therefore usually run along with the profile while
extending the runtime environment as per available capabilities of the host device. For
example, WMA (wirelesses messaging API) is an optional package, which can be
added on all standard mobile phones having SMS (short message service) capability.
Our current work is also a good example of this. The front view VGA cameras
of mobile phones are designed for images/pictures taking purposes and video calls.
We used the front view camera for a dedicated video capturing job at comparatively
low resolution (with reference to images capturing resolution) and simultaneously
display different colours on the screen.
For scientific applications, a serious drawback is associated with the
implementation of self-designed optional packages. This is the mandatory
requirement of vendor verified reference implementation (RI) and test compatibility
toolkit (TCK) which ensure correct and consistent implementation of the designed
package but will generate many security-warning messages if we try to execute a
vendor non-verified self-designed optional package on the host device.
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11.1.2.4 Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) [48-49]
MIDP creates APIs according to the generic features of the host brand of
devices. This is specifically designed for the consumer electronics, which are less
capable in terms of hardware resources. MIDP in company of CLDC generates Java
runtime environment for the current generation of mobile information devices (MIDs)
such as mobile phones etc. MIDP is a set of Java technology based APIs and will
provide all application functionalities required by the mobile application such as user
interface, local data storage facility and network connectivity. The MIDP
functionality structure for consumer electronic devices having a small capability in
terms of hardware resources is shown below.

Figure 17: MIDP Functionality [48]

MIDP usually have the following built-in features:
1)

It provides the required set of APIs for data management i.e. an
adequate support to the data management system.

2)

It can provide on demand sort of user interface. For example for
e-commerce applications, it provides high level interface APIs, and
for game developers low level API, where we can control screen
features of the mobile phone and game input parameters etc. It will
be worth mentioning that we can use any one of the high/low level
APIs in applications but cannot use both simultaneously in one
application.
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11.1.2.5 Java ME Programming on Mobile Phones [48-49]
Java ME is a ubiquitous application platform for mobile phones. For example
using build tools, utilities, and device emulator privileges of its wireless toolkit
product; we can create, test, debug and implement versatile applications, which
ultimately will be executable in any real phone having built-in Java support, which
current generation cell phones normally have. In the next section, we will see how we
can design, develop, debug, and implement an application on mobile phones using the
Java ME platform.

11.2 Appendix B: The NetBeans Platform [50]
NetBeans is an open source, free and 100% Java based extensible platform,
which provides an excellent integrated development environment (IDE) for versatile
Java based application developments. The IDE of this platform fully supports all
features of the Java language and is available for main operating systems like
Windows, Solaris, Linux, and Macintosh.
It may also be interesting that the fully featured Java IDE of this platform is
exclusively written in Java. Therefore, it can run anywhere where JVM is installed.
The Java development kit (JDK) will be required to be installed for Java development
functionality.
A set of modules is used to develop an application via this platform, and
applications can install modules dynamically. Java based architecture of the NetBeans
platform is sketched in the following:

Figure 18: NetBeans Architecture [50]
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The main features of this platform include:
1) UI, setting, storage, window based management flexibility by various
command buttons,
2) Visual library,
3) Step by step dialog based support,
4) Well defined modules dependency i.e. the modules can only use the classes of
modules they depend upon; this concept is explained below.

Figure 19: NetBeans Modules Dependency [50]

5) Independent file record management i.e. file system will a be union of all file
systems of the total current modules,
6) Lookup system to frequently lookup for instances of a class,
7) A convenient window system along with comprehensive built-in support like
plug-in facility etc, effectively helps beginner level programmers to enhance
their programming skills in a short time.
In simple words, this platform is everything under one umbrella to develop, test,
debug and implement versatile Java applications.
11.2.1.1 MIDP Programming – MIDLet [48-50]
Mobile Information Device (MID), and the suffix of "applet", “Let” construct
the term MIDLet. Actually, MIDLet is a Java application (applet), created for MIDP
profiles. More precisely, it is a Java application, which only uses MIDP and CLDC
APIs. The application manager (the platform’s software which exists outside the Java
domain) usually manages all installations and execution based activities i.e. the entire
life cycle of MIDLets. MIDLet is installed through moving its class files on the host
platform. These class files are packed in Java archive (JAR) along with an application
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descriptor having JAD extension and describe the contents of JAR. JAD file can help
the client platforms to get sure about the platform support for the application and will
contain the information about file size, application support environment and
application location URL. It may be worth mentioning that JAR and MIDP
compatibility are essential conditions to get successful execution of MIDLets’ in the
host platforms. MIDLet’s overall functionality structure/life cycle is explained below.

Figure 20: MIDLet Functionality Structure [48]

In MIDLet execution processes, the following steps systematically run in the
form of a complete cycle:
1)

On run command, an instance is created, and MIDLet construction
will take place and MIDLet itself will go in paused state.

2)

Application manager will immediately call the startApp() function,
which will acquire required hardware resources of the executing
platform and MIDLet will get activation status.

3)

Application manager can suspend its execution through calling the
pauseApp() function, which will release acquired resources of the
host platform and push it toward a waiting state while containing
necessary resources.

4)

Application manager can terminate the MIDLet execution while
calling the destroyApp() function. A call to the destroyApp()
function means release of all resources, destruction of all executing
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threads and end of all activity. Normally such calls are generated as
the last part of the MIDLet execution activity.
5)

In possible exception thrown based scenarios i.e. on not meeting
any pre-set criteria, application manager will simultaneously call the
destroyApp() function to terminate the executing MIDLet.

Software emulators can be used to test MIDLets for standard mobile devices
of various brands. Therefore, Java based MIDP oriented application development
activities have been mainly shifted to the PC world, where the development
environment is friendlier and convenient along with a large amount of available
hardware resources as an extra advantage.
Unfortunately, with reference to scientific applications, a serious constraint is
connected with the MIDLet execution process. MIDLet has to design with the host
platform vendor to make it trusted before trying to execute it in the host platform.
Otherwise security warning messages will appear every time at the MIDLet’s start
and will continue to come repeatedly at all stages during the entire execution process
i.e. whenever an application will try to access any of the host platform’s hardware
resources such as the camera of the mobile phone, the data storage device etc.
11.2.1.2 Two-pass class verifications to protect host platform [48-50]
Java programs running in JVM should not harm the host platform. This
condition is achieved through verification of class files and rejecting the class files
falling outside the Java heap i.e. containing references to invalid memory locations.
Since, the standard Java complier is independent of the executing platform resources
and type of virtual machine; it will not check the kernel class libraries and Java types
during the compiling period. That is why Java ME based Java applications are
required to be different from the previously mentioned general Java applications as
their hosted platforms’ in general have a different virtual machine. They also do not
have rich hardware resources like processor power, available memory and storage
capacity.
This difference of Java ME structure is accomplished through an effective tool
named a two-pass class verifier, which will analyze and verify all Java applications
before putting them into the host platform. This is also accomplished with a silent
function, which usually helps to lower the virtual machine’s workload.
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In powerful computing platforms like PC, during the Java program execution
in the virtual machine, the program itself uses a byte code verification check with the
aim to protect applications from destruction. Java ME driven small resources based
platforms, like those that mobile phones have, do this job in two steps, which are
known as two-pass class verifier.
As shown in Fig. 21, in the first pass, a preverifier will transform MyApp.class
and then a 2nd pass will transmit this MyApp.class to the required platform, where a
byte code verifier will check the applications’ execution qualification as the last step
of this process. This is standard procedure and is the same for all types of Java ME
based developed and implemented applications.

Figure 21: Two-Pass Class Verifier [48]

11.2.1.3 Good strategies to design an efficient Java ME application
It may be worth mentioning that we can boost the performance of Java ME
host platforms through effective implementation of Java ME based optimization
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techniques in the form of designing more well organized applications for the JVM. To
design Java ME based efficient applications, we need to develop our strategies around
the following built-in properties of the Java ME platform and the available hardware
resources of the host devices:
1) As compared to Java Standard Edition, Java ME has a different garbage
collection mechanism. Therefore, to build an efficient program, we should
have a dynamic class instance structure i.e. an instance will be created
whenever it will be required.
2) As Java ME hosting platforms usually do not have rich resources, such
platform will never support any wrongly designed method/function.
3) Available resources for an optimization-based approach should be taken as
the sole strategy for all Java ME based application-designing activities.
This strategy can be implemented through the release method, which will
first declare the required variables to null in the application, and will create
them instantaneously when the application needs these objects. It means
that after finishing the class usage, the acquired sources will automatically
be released to initially declare null status.
4) The target applications should have optimum user interface, because Java
ME host platforms like mobile phones usually have small screens and
therefore we must design mandatory information in a compact format.
5) Since different devices normally have different screen sizes, adopting a
generic approach for interface designing may not be a good strategy.
6) The following golden principles may also enhance the efficiency of
designed applications:
(i)

As per requirement, comparison against 0, null, and false,

(ii)

Using integer instead of long,

(iii)

Assuring a more careful usage of floating point,

(iv)

Not initializing class members to default value,

(v)

Reduction in code size without obfuscation,

(vi)

Possible prevention of unnecessary object allocations, blocks’
synchronization and conditional exceptions,

(vii)

Making designed applications independent to the hosting
platforms i.e. as generic as reasonably possible.
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11.3 Appendix C: The MATLAB Platform [51-52]
Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) is an object oriented programming language
developed by MathWorks. It provides an interactive working environment along with
an excellent programming support in the form of built-in functions and standard
libraries. This programming platform treats the data objects in the form of arrays. It
also provides graphical output facilities to supplement the numerical results. Online
help and a user-friendly interface facilitate the beginner level programmers to use
MatLab.
A pixel or picture element will be a single point in a bitmap (raster graphic
image) format of stored data. A pixel is the smallest unit for screen displays and will
have a unique address in the form of its vertical and horizontal coordinates. Each
pixel may have variable intensity (or time-averaged energy flux). In the colour image
case, three component intensities (red, green, and blue) will represent a colour. The
total number of available pixels of the image sensor will define the resolution factor
of the camera in terms of size of the captured images. The quantum of the pixels
efficiency, the resolution of the camera sensor and the quality of the camera optics are
key parameters in establishing the captured image quality. However, image capturing
technology and image saving formats may vary from brand to brand.
MATLAB usually supports all popular image formats. However, the following
categories are selected to be addressed with respect to elaborate MATLAB’s imaging
processing capabilities:

Intensity or gray-scale images
In this format, an image will be represented in the form of a matrix where each
element will have a value corresponding to the brightness/darkness value of the pixel
at that position. These numbers, corresponding to the brightness of the pixels, can e.g.
be represented in the following two ways:
1) A double class assigning a floating number between zero and one
corresponding to brightness of each pixel. In this case, value ‘1’ will
correspond to pure white colour and value ‘0’ to absolute darkness or black
colour.
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2) A uint8 class assigning an integer between 0 and 255 corresponding to the
brightness of each pixel. In this case, the value ‘255’ will correspond to white
colour and the value ‘0’ will correspond to colour black. It may be worth
mentioning that uint8 presentation will require 8 times less storage compared
to the double class format.

Binary images
This matrix based imaging storing mechanism will only colour a pixel white
(1) or black (0) and there will be nothing between these extremes.

Indexed images
Colour images are usually treated by this technique while storing a colour
image in two matrices. In the first matrix, there will be one number for each pixel and
the matrix size will be same as that of the image. The 2nd matrix will be a colour map
of the image and may have different sizes. The first matrix number is actually an
instruction to pick the correct number from the 2nd matrix.

RGB (truecolour) images
In this format, colour images are represented by three matrices of sizes
matching the image format. Each matrix will correspond to one of red (R), Green (G)
and blue (B) and will contain information about how much value of each of these
colours is contained in each pixel.

Multiframe images
In our present research work, we study sequences of images in MATLAB.
Therefore, the Multiframe-image format is an excellent approach to deal with the
images of similar nature.
The MATLAB platform’s image processing based built-in capabilities, in the
form of an image process toolbox, are sufficient with respect to executing the versatile
jobs of image files like: data reading, writing, processing, analyzing, visualizing,
improving, feature extraction, and customized functions based programming.
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